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Abstract—In this demo, we design and implement traffic
aggregation of multiple mobile devices using the same subscriber
identity and resources in the mobile core network. Using the
off-the-shelf smartphones, programmable SIM cards, Amarisoft
Callbox with both core network and eNB components, we
demonstrate the setup and implementation of an experiment
where each of these devices shares a clone of the same SIM
card and connects to the core network at different times for
download tasks. The results show that core network resources
can be efficiently used through this sharing compared to the
communication through separate cellular lines for each device,
yielding a promising solution to massive IoT communication.

Index Terms—Massive Internet of Things, mobile core net-
work, resource optimization

I. INTRODUCTION

Subscriber identity (i.e., International Mobile Subscriber

Identity (IMSI)) sharing based connection and communica-

tion [1]–[3] aims to use the mobile core network resources

efficiently for the Internet of Things (IoT) devices that have

low data rates and infrequent communication needs (e.g., twice

a day of moisture data upload from a sensor deployed in

an agricultural field). This is achieved by providing a group

of IoT devices with a common Subscriber Identity Module

(SIM) profile that uses the same IMSI number and lets them

connect to the core network in turns and perform their data

communication. Each time the turn comes to a device, it first

registers/attaches to the core and after setting up the call and

completing the download/upload tasks, it deregisters/detaches

from the core to release the resources at the core (like turning

off the phone). Thus, the core network considers each of these

connections as if they are coming from the same device. Note

that this is different from the UEs going idle when they are

not actively sending/receiving data, because such UEs still stay

registered in the core and use the memory resources. Moreover,

this solution provides a more scalable traffic aggregation

compared to the commonly used traffic aggregation method

that connects multiple IoT devices over a local IoT gateway

because it provides aggregation for any device in the serving

region of a core network (that can cover hundreds of base

stations) while the latter only allows aggregation among the

nearby devices.

This IMSI sharing based system has been studied in a few

recent works [1]–[3] in detail with a focus on the changes

needed in call flows and core network architecture towards
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Fig. 1: Our lab setup with Amarisoft core network, LTE

antennas, and smartphones.

its realization in existing deployments, as well as by looking

at the problem of efficient grouping of the IoT devices based

on their traffic patterns. However, in all these studies, only

simulations have been considered during evaluation. To this

end, in this demo, for the first time, we show a realization

of this system through experiments with off-the-shelf devices

and a commercial core network.

II. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Our lab setup is shown in Fig. 1. We implemented the

proposed system using Amarisoft Callbox Classic [4] which

implements the 3GPP core functionality (i.e., LTE, 5G NSA)

with all components and provides antennas for the UE con-

nections. The core network settings in the Amarisoft machine

allows using three different algorithms for authentication and

key generation; namely, XOR, MILENAGE and TUAK.

The SIMs we had from Amarisoft had the same IMSI number

and they were using XOR algorithm. Thus, we used the

SIMs in their default settings when we test the scenario

with all devices having the same IMSI number. However,

for the scenario where each device has a different IMSI, we

reconfigured the SIM cards with MILENAGE algorithm

as reconfiguration of SIM cards with different IMSI numbers

under XOR algorithm could not make them connect to the

core network (we are investigating this issue). MILENAGE

algorithm could also have been used to reconfigure SIMs with

the same but different from the default IMSI number. We used

HID OMNIKEY smart card reader and the PySim application

to reconfigure the SIM cards. In the configuration of XOR

algorithm (in /root/enb/config/enb.cfg file), there is also a

specific parameter called multi sim, which indeed allows
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Fig. 2: (i) Three UEs with the same IMSI connect to the

core at different times to download data without overlap. (ii)

Registration status from 0-10 sec at the core.

multiple devices with the same IMSI but different IMEI to be

able to connect to the core network simultaneously (this is for

testing environments and uses IMSI+IMEI for identification

of each UE). Thus, we set it to false to make sure only one

device with the same IMSI is actively connected to the core.

The three smartphones (each representing an IoT device) used

for the experiments are OnePlus Nord N10 (5G), Google Pixel

5 (5G), and Motorola One 5G ACE.

In order to generate an automated registration/deregistration

and data communication process on these smartphones, we

used an application named Click Assistant [5] and the airplane

mode functionality. Click Assistant allows for modeling auto-

matic click behaviors on the predefined locations of the screen

following a schedule repetitively. Similar to [3], we used a

data traffic model which makes each device perform a data

upload/download of δ time units at every λ time units, starting

at time s and ending at time e, within each λ duration. More

specifically, we used three UEs that download data between 0-

10, 30-40, and 60-70 seconds at every 100 secs (λ). All devices

start with airplane mode on. When the turn, for example, for

the first UE comes, the Click Assistant app clicks the airplane

mode symbol to turn it off to make the UE register/attach to

the network. Then, the Click Assistant opens the Google play

app and starts to download a large file. After 10 sec, the Click

Assistant clicks the airplane mode sign to turn it on which

will stop the download and detach the UE from the network.

III. DEMO RESULTS

A. Download Rates and Core Memory Usage

In Fig. 2, we show the download rate from each UE during

the experiment duration (with UEs having the same IMSI and

attaching in turns). Each UE can reach around 80 Mbps and

maintain it during their 10 sec duration. The attaching process

happens very quickly so that the download starts without a

noticeable delay. The download rate of UEs is zero when they

are detached from the network. The table in the figure shows
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Fig. 3: CPU utilization in the core network when one UE is

connected and three UEs are connected at the same time.

that only the first UE is registered between 0 and 10 seconds,

confirming memory usage for only one UE at the core.

B. Core CPU Usage

In Fig. 3, we also show a comparison of the CPU utilization

at the core when the UEs connect to the network in turns (i.e.,

only one UE connected at a time) and when all three UEs

connect to the network simultaneously (using different IMSI or

using the same IMSI with XOR algorithm). The figure shows

that connecting three UEs at the same time causes an increase

in the CPU utilization (due to resource management in the

eNB and the core), with an average usage of 32.4%, while

having one UE connected at a time results in around 26.7%

usage. These are measured when UEs do the same download

tasks. Note that in the case of three UEs connected, we also

see around 26-29 Mbps of download speed per UE, compared

to one UE case where we have around 80 Mbps.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, we demonstrated an experiment with three

mobile devices each having a clone of the same SIM and

connecting to the core network at different times to perform a

download task. We showed automation of these in-turn con-

nections from the devices using the off-the-shelf smartphones

and an auto clicker app and collected data using Amarisoft

core. The results show that this type of traffic aggregation

reduces both the memory and CPU resources at the core and

provides a promising solution for efficient communication of

a massive number of IoT devices.
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